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Research context: Networks and representational strategies of
the Viennese court, one of the centers of European sociocultural
life, incorporated specific agencies that took shape in the court’s
various theatrical institutions. The theatrical agency of the Vien-
nese court between 1758 and 1763 is documented by Philipp Gum-
penhuber’s chronicle, an unique and exceptional source that of-
fers insights into the theatrical, social, and political court life (see
Croll 1975). The preserved part of the chronicles consists of se-
ven volumes with a total of about 1,300 pages. The manuscripts,
written mostly in French but also in Italian, are largely structured
in tabular form. Over time, the volumes have been separated, and
are now held by the Music Collection of the Austrian National
Library (three volumes, A-Wn Mus.Hs.34580a-c) and the Thea-
tre Collection of the Harvard University, Houghton Library, Cam-
bridge (MA) (four volumes, US-CAh MS Thr 248-248.3). Until
recently, musicological research about eighteenth-century thea-
tres focused strongly on the musical work as a text rather than on
the ‘performance’ shaped by ‘agents’ and sociocultural surroun-
dings. The ‘performative turn’, which draws on the theoretical
concepts of cultural studies, changed the perception in the field of
music history and gives room for interdisciplinary ventures (see
Jost 2013).

Objectives: The project (which is designed as a collaboration
between the disciplines musicology and digital humanities) pur-
sues three main goals: 1.) It provides a scholarly digital edition
(GuDiE) of the theatre chronicles. The resulting digital edition
will make one of the most significant sources of Viennese thea-
trical life in the second half of the eighteenth-century broadly,
openly and on a long-term basis accessible via a virtual platform.
2.) GuDiE creates curated and linked data for the interdiscipli-
nary research community and existing prosopographical digital
projects (such as VieCPro, or Theadok). 3.) GuDiE contributes
a solid contextualization via a systematic scientific examination
of the source via visualization techniques. The edition explores
the complex interactions between sociocultural, political, repre-
sentational and economic factors within eighteenth-century thea-
tre business.

Approach: Methodologically founded on contextualization via
source criticism, GuDiE incorporates XML encoding on the basis

of the TEI standards and embeds current theories from the field of
cultural studies. GuDiE reflects the ‘performative turn’ as well as
cultural theories of agency and institutional networks in the form
of a scholarly digital edition via the modelling of ‘events’. The
project will also follow up on the proposals, how TEI/XML and
CIDOC-CRM could be accommodated (see Ore/Eide 2009, and
Eide 2015), to come to better harmonization of these two data en-
coding standards. GuDiE will be conceived as an “assertive edi-
tion” (Vogeler 2019) by combining XML encoding with graph
data. It uses technologies of the semantic web to ensure on the
long-term technical connectivity with other related research data.

Originality: The project will develop data models to ensure the
interoperability of the event data, but also depict the complex re-
lations of performances, works, persons and their roles and places
described in the theatre chronicles. An event modeling approach
will be used to model the chronicles, explicate the complicated re-
lations between the theatrical institutions, venues, ensembles, and
works and to represent dynamic aspects instead of just focusing
on the individual entities (see van Hage et al. 2011: 128). Several
suggestions and approaches for modelling events have been pre-
sented repeatedly in recent years, which shows that there is a spe-
cial interest in the modeling of events. There is no consensus on
how events should be coded and modeled in digital editions pre-
senting historical sources. In addition, special performing arts mo-
dels have been proposed. The digital edition will try to unite these
approaches in order to take a special look at the complex inter-
actions and performances and to generate illuminating visualiza-
tions based on the modeled events. Visualization techniques that
go beyond simple data queries generate new knowledge and show
specific patterns will be used. GuDiE will also discuss visualiza-
tion techniques to represent events beyond the timeline (see e.g.
Vane 2018, Hanssen 2018, Caplan 2015 and 2016, Varela 2021):
dynamic visualizations and networks to describe interconnectivity
between events are planned, and other visual metaphors helping to
understand simultaneousness and agency have to be studied. The
visualizations should show the diversity of the categories in the
theatre chronicles and will not just incorporate social networks,
but also e.g. networks based on genres, works and time (seasons,
years). The tool set of the Digital Humanities extends the scope
of a traditional historical methodology massively and will result
in new insights on the topic that can be used also in a wide inter-
disciplinary context. The basic research accomplished in GuDiE
sets the fundament for further scientific projects on European cul-
tural history.
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